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Disclaimer
This guide assumes that AnalyticsGate Reporting Suite and the On-Demand extension (ser-extondemand) are installed in your Qlik Sense environment.

Overview
The AnalyticsGate On-Demand Extension (“On-Demand”) is available to all licensed Qlik Sense
users in environments with active installations of AnalyticsGate Reporting Suite.
On-Demand containers can be placed within the sheets of your Qlik Sense Apps enabling users
to generate fully formatted reports with the press of a button.

When located on a Qlik Sense sheet, On-Demand displays optional metadata and a dualpurpose button used for notification and report execution.
When the “Generate Report” button is executed, AnalyticsGate Reporting Suite creates a fully
formatted report based on a designated report template created using Excel and the
AnalyticsGate add-in.
Reports are populated based on the credentials and current filter state of the active user as
well as additional configuration parameters. Since the AnalyticsGate Reporting engine is aware
of the credentials of the active user, section access and other security strategies are maintained
within reports generated using On-Demand.
On-Demand is configured using a configuration panel that is displayed when a Qlik Sense sheet
is in “Edit” mode and an On-Demand container is selected. Configuration parameters include,
but are not limited to, template identification and the output format.
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Once an On-Demand report has been generated, it can then be manually or automatically
downloaded to the local machine of the active user.

Add On-Demand to a Sheet
To make On-Demand functionality available to users, On-Demand container(s) must be placed
within sheet(s) of a Qlik Sense app as directed below.
1. Open your Qlik Sense app and navigate to a specific sheet.
2. Place the sheet into edit mode by pressing “Edit Sheet” in the top right corner.

3. On the left side of your screen, choose “Custom Objects” then “Extensions”.
4. Drag the “ser-On Demand” extension to the desired location within in the Sheet.
5. Once in the sheet, the On-Demand container will be outlined indicating “active” status.
6. The configuration panel for the active container will be displayed on the right side.
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7. Press the triangles to expand each section and configure parameters.
8. When finished, press the “Done Editing” to exit sheet edit mode.

9. Detailed information for each configuration parameter is included in the section below.

Configuration Panel
General
The General section allows optional metadata to be included within the On-Demand container.
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Titles, Subtitles and Footnotes can be defined using a text value or a Qlik Sense formula.
The “Show Titles” switch determines whether or not the metadata fields will be displayed
within the On-Demand container on a Qlik Sense sheet.
This metadata can be a useful tool to communicate the configuration and behavior of the OnDemand container to users. The example below identfies the report title and output format as
well as the template source library and file name.
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Alternate states
Alternate States in Qlik Sense are a collection of filters that can be saved and applied to specific
objects within a Qlik Sense App.
When an Alternate State is applied, all filter selections for the fields/dimensions included in the
Alternate State definition will always be applied and ignore any additional selections made on
those fields/dimensions by the current user.

Configuration
Library
This required selection allows the extension configurator to designate the location of the report
template.
The selection is made from a dropdown list dynamically generated based upon the credentials
of the active user.
Options include the “Default” content library, all other Content Libraries available to the active
user as well as “InApp” for templates stored as attached files within the connected Qlik Sense
app.
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IMPORTANT: If the On-Demand configuration designates a library location which is not
available to some users, those users will receive the “No Properties Selected” error.

This issue can be resolved by ensuring that a Qlik Sense security rule grants all users of apps
that include On-Demand containers READ access to the content libraries that contain the
AnalyticsGate report templates.

Content
Once a Library has been selected, a report template can be chosen from a drop-down list
displaying all files in the designated library.
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Activate Manual Output

When switched “Not On”, reports will be named using the default naming syntax:
“On-Demand-Appname”, automatically appended with the file extension of the selected output
format.
When switched “On”, an additional property will appear allowing the definition of a custom
report output name.

Output Name
The output name can a text entry like “Example Report”. Alternatively, a Qlik formula can be
used to generate a dynamic name.
EXAMPLE:
Formula: =only([Country])&' '&Date(Today(),'M-D-YYYY')
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Output Name: France 1-26-2021.pdf
Where France is the single Country filter selection, 1-26-2021 is the formatted date and .pdf is
the file extension automatically appended for selected output format.

Output Format
Available output formats are PDF (default), Excel (.xlsx, .xlsb, .xlsm), Word (.docx) and
Powerpoint (.pptx).

Selection Mode
This parameter defines the filtering behavior AnalyticsGate Reporting engine will use when
generating reports from this OnDemand container.

Current Selections (new session)
In this mode, the reporting engine will open its own session generate reports based on the
active filter selections of the current user.
This is the default setting and should be used in most cases.

Current Selections (shared session -experimental)
In this mode, the reporting engine will share the Qlik Sense session with the active user and
display a live “animation” on the screen as the reporting engine iterates through selections in
the background during report generation.
This setting is considerably slower than using “Selection over bookmark”.
IMPORTANT: This technique is not supported when the user is connected to Qlik Sense through
a virtual proxy (single sign-on) and On-Demand jobs will fail in this configuration.

Direct Download
All completed On-Demand reports are sent to the current user’s shared content location and
can be retrieved using the Reports tab in the Hub. The Direct Download switch determines if
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newly completed reports are downloaded manually or automatically to the download location
of the user’s browser as well.

Retrieving Reports From Hub
To access On-Demand reports from the Hub, click the Reports link on the left side of the screen
to see a list of available reports the and click on a report to download it.

If the Reports link is not displayed in the Hub or a recently generated report does not appear in
the list, refresh the page in your browser.
HINT: Newly generated reports with the same name will be automatically overwritten. To
archive your reports, use a formula with a concatenated date field to create a dynamic name.

Not On

When switched “Not On”, new reports not download locally and the notification button will
change to display “Download Report”
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Once the “Download Report” button has been pressed, the report will be downloaded to the
browser’s default download location and the notification button display will return to
“Generate Report”.

On
When switched “On”, all new reports will be downloaded to browser’s default download
location automatically upon completion.

Browser Pop-Up Windows
If the active user’s browser has a file viewer installed, which is common with pdf file types, it
will attempt to open downloaded reports using the file viewer in a pop-up window.
Most browsers are set to block pop-up windows by default and need to be configured to allow
access to your downloaded reports. In these situations, a pop-up indicator will appear and,
when clicked on, a notification box will appear.
Choose the “Always allow pop-ups….” radio button to place an exception in the browser’s
settings.

Next, click the hyperlink to view your report in a pop-up window. It can then be downloaded
using the download feature of the file viewer.
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Press “Done”. In the future, all On-Demand reports will automatically download or open the
report viewer without intervention.

Activate Expert Settings
When switched “On”, the additional configuration parameters described below are displayed.

Maximum Report Runtime (Minutes)
The setting defines the duration after which the creation of the report is cancelled by the
engine. The default value is 15 minutes.

loglevel
This setting specifies the level of logging an On-Demand process will generate on the server.
The default setting is “warn” and should generally be left alone.
In some cases, you may be instructed in a support situation to change this value to aid in
troubleshooting.
You can also press F12 (in most browsers), then Console to view On-Demand logging activity as
it is happening.

Options
Activate Calculation Condition
When switched “On” an additional parameter for Calculation Condition is displayed.
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This parameter allows the definition of a condition which, when met, allows the “Generate
Report” button to be displayed and used to generate a report.
When the condition is not met, an optional hint, defined using the Text input box at the bottom
is displayed.

EXAMPLE:
The left section of the picture below shows the configuration panel with a calculation condition
of =Count([Country])=1 and hint text of “Please filter your selection to a single Country”.
The middle section displays the sheet, no country is selected, the condition is not met, and the
hint text is displayed.
The right section displays the sheet, France is selected, the condition is met, and the Generate
Report button appears allowing report generation to proceed.

EXAMPLE: The Calculation Condition feature used in conjunction with a formula in the
Activate Manual Output Name parameter can “guide” users to a desired behavior.
The custom output name formula used earlier in the Activate Manual Output section was
=Only([Region]). This formula uses the Qlik only() function which will display a value only
when single country is selected.
Users must therefore select a single Country to both access the Generate Report button
AND resolve the report output name properly. Use of this technique can reduce system
load, report size and generation time.
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Info
The Info section displays the current version number as well as buttons that link to the
AnalyticsGate Management Console and the AnalyticsGate Community Forum at
https://help.analyticsgate.com.
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